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Doppler Detection
• How It Works! - Detects small changes in a star’s
velocity when a star staggers under gravitational pull
from a yet undetected exoplanet
• HARPS (High Accuracy Radial Velocity Planet
Searcher; a telescope) has helped to so far find 75
exoplanets over the past 5 years
• Has different programs specifically to look for
exoplanets around solar-like stars and M-dwarfs.

Transit Detection
• How It Works! – watches the dips in stars
light.
• When a planet is orbiting around a star
there will be changes in the stars light
when the planet is in front of or behind the
star

Astrometric Detection
• How It Works! – observes the gravitational tugs
of a host star to and away from earth. In other
words, it looks for stellar wobbles
• Method has been used for 50 years and is just
now really being used as a viable source to
detect extrasolar planets
• Recently has discovered the lowest-mass star
to host a planet; something other methods have
not been able to do

Direct Imaging

Visible image of
an extrasolar
planet orbiting a
star

• How It Works! – method of just looking at stars
using telescopes to detect planets orbiting;
taking pictures instead of inferring from other
methods

• Visible photography can be used, but infrared
detection is popularly used. Infrared is used to
look for planets particularly around young,
massive, nearby stars.
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